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Focus of Session Overall Focus: Introduction to international relations (IR), IR

Theory.

The lesson began with introducing ourselves and my intended

direction for the 5 lessons with Anna. We agreed on the

planned lessons, with Anna requesting the 1nal lesson to look

at bilateral Japanese-South Korean relations. Following this, I

set out criteria for the exemplar IR student, and Anna took the

initiative to demonstrate these skills.

Following the introductory remarks, we moved onto the main

focus of the lesson: IR Theory. We discussed the three core

schools of IR theory: realism, liberalism, and constructivism.

Within each of these theoretical schools, I explained the core

principles, historical in7uences, and major theorists. We then

evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of each theory. To

test Anna's understanding of the threetheories, I tasked her

with matching statements to the appropriate theory. She

scored well with 6/8.

We progressed in the lesson by discussing how IR theory can

be improved by combining insights from

different theoretical schools. I stressed the importance that no

theory offers a perfect explanatory  paradigm. We concluded

the session with any questions that Anna had.

Overall focus of session: UK-Japan bilateral relations.

After brie)y recapping the material from the previous lesson

(IR Theory), we set out the approach for Session 2. We

would take a comprehensive analysis of bilateral relations,

exploring both historical and contemporary relations across

four key themes: military, economic, political, and cultural.

We began by discussing historical UK-Japanese relations.

The key aim here was to highlight that the status of

international politics can shift dramatically over time. The UK

and Japan have fluctuated between formal con)ict to formal

alliance in the span of 40 years. We should never take the

status of bilateral international relations as static, but being

transformed constantly over time.

Following this, we analysed the strength of UK-Japan

relations today across the four outlined categories. We

agreed that political relations are most fundamental of the

four categories because they underpin the others. With

political cooperation, they can build military and economic

relations.

To round-off the lesson, I gave Anna a test on the material

covered in which she scored 5/6.

The overall focus of this session was the Russia-Ukraine

Con'ict. Within the topic we began by setting

out an analytical framework for causation. Using Professor

Joseph Nye Jr.’s work, we distinguished causational factors into

three categories: deep, intermediate, immediate factors. We

then explored each of these categories in depth – with the

context of the Russian Invasion of Ukraine.

Following this, I set Anna a task to list examples of the

international response to the Invasion across three themes:

military, political, and economic responses. We saw that the

response had been asymmetric with a stronger economic and

political response than military. However, we concluded that the

military response the Con'ict is increasing.

We then analysed the inadequacies of international

organisations in respect to this Con'ict, seeing how the UNSC

and ICJ have been largely neutralised in effect. I raised the

question of whether international law can be conceived as ‘law’

given the lack of international military enforcement to Russia’s

Invasion.

Following this, we discussed how well the three IR theories

explored in the :rst session were able to explain the events.

Realism offered a convincing argument about shifting balance

of power dynamics, and constructivism successfully expounds

the historical, cultural, and identity based reasons for Russia’s

actions. On the other hand, we agreed that liberalism offers little

to explain the Invasion. It over-states the importance of IOs in

being able to punish Russia.

Finally, I quizzed Anna on the material from the lesson, before

asking if she had any questions from the lesson.

Overall focus: Chinese militarisation.

This lesson took a holistic analysis of Chinese militarisation,

looking both historically and at contemporary events. The

range of topics we studied today were: Taiwanese invasion,

Hong Kong democracy, Sino-American relations, South China

Sea expansion,Xi Jinping's power consolidation, and domestic

Chinese problems (COVID-19 and economy).

With Taiwan, we looked at the country's history since its

colonial past. Following this, we look at the pro-independence

movement's success since 2016 and Chinese militarisation in

the region. We had a particular focus on Pelosi's 2022 visit

and the repercussions for the region. I then asked Anna a

question: will the US and China enter con=ict over Taiwan to

which she argued against war.

On the Hong Kong topic, we began by situating the

contemporary events in its historical context.

Following this, we looked at the case-study of the 2019-2020

democratic protests and its downfall.

On Sino-American relations, we discussed the bilateral

developments during the Cold War and post Cold War era. It

was important to see how bilateral relations have varied

dramatically over time.

We then evaluated China's expansion in the South China Sea

(SCS). We analysed developments in the region since Xi's

leadership and introduced theoretical explanations for Chinese

behaviour in the SCS with reference to Ketian Zhang's (2019)

work.

Following this, we discussed Xi Jinping's leadership since

2012. Using Elizabeth Economy's work, we observed that Xi

had shifted Chinese government in a "statist" direction in both

the domestic and foreign realms. We concluded the material

by discussing how Xi's leadership authority had been

damaged by domestic problems: the zero-covid policy, and

economic problems in 2022.

Overall focus of session: Japanese-South Korean bilateral

relations, US mediation of the relations, and recap of the other

four sessions.

This was a topic speci-cally requested by Anna and we looked at

bilateral relations from the prism of imperial legacies, which could

offer a new framework to interpret the relations. We -rst explored

the role of apologies in international politics, utilising Professor

Lind's work. Lind demonstrates how the "backlash" to contrition is

a major factor in the poor relations, not just the apologies

themselves. We also evaluated Lind's arguments identifying two

drawbacks: Japan is not a military threat due to the Constitution

(Article 9) and victims can also reject sincere apologies.

We then used Hashimoto's discussion of a collective "amnesia"

towards the War as a reason for Japanese people -nding di9culty

in understanding Korean anger. We expanded on this with the

notion of a "victims' history" that emerged in Japan during the

immediate post-War period.

Following this, we discussed whether ultranationalism was

becoming increasingly relevant in Japanese politics. Professor

Saaler argued that ultranationalism is not on the rise, but receives

disproportionate media attention.

We concluded our analysis of Japanese domestic politics with the

symbolism of Yasukuni Shrine and its contemporary signi-cance.

Anna then discussed its signi-cance in Japanese society.

Using this discussion, we then applied it to the international stage

and how it impedes positive relations with Korea. We also looked

at other factors that have contributed to mixed bilateral relations,

such as Japan's declining economic signi-cance to Korea, as well

as the two countries' divided approach to China. In particular, we

analysed how the sex slaves issue was a signi-cant issue in the

relationship, and how Korea moves the "goal posts" on the sex

slaves issue.

We then concluded our lesson with a recap of the other four

lessons. Anna felt con-dent across all

topics we had studied.

Key achievements from session: Overall, I was pleased with Anna in this 1rst lesson. Despite

being told beforehand that she was at an

'intermediary' level of English, I thought she made good efforts

to grasp the highly technical vocabulary of IR theory - all of

which were new terms for her.

Anna was also quick to comprehend the core material of the

lesson, namely the theories of realism,  liberalism, and

constructivism. This was especially true with constructivism

given that Anna had not  even heard of the term before our

lesson and it is a highly sophisticated theory to grasp. As I

stressed during the lesson, this was the conceptually most

di=cult session of the course, and Anna should be  pleased

with the level of growth she made within an hour.

Finally, I thought Anna took initiative to demonstrate some of

the core skills that make an exemplar IR  student. She was

inquisitive, asking for a 1nal lesson on ROK-Japanese

relations, an area of personal

academic interest for Anna.

What impressed me most from this session was Anna's

improved oral communication and argumentative structure.

When asking her about constitutional constraints

toJapanese military expansion, she was able to weigh both

sides of the argument. After a bit more asking by myself, I

was able to get an overall evidence-backed judgement that

the Japanese Constitution should not be amended, as it may

further antagonise Russia and China, further adding tension

to the region.

Anna had great structure in her responses to evaluative

questions I asked. She would weigh both sides of the argument

before coming to her own conclusion. This is the perfect

approach for any argumentative response and Anna has

mastered it. Well done.

What I was particularly impressed with in today's lesson was

Anna's developed argumentative skills. She discussed the

potential of war with great structure and weighted both sides

of the argument before coming to an evaluated final

judgement. She analysed both domestic and international

factors in coming to a war. I was impressed with how she

looked at domestic public opposition to a potential war, as well

the effects of the Russia-Ukraine con=ict in mitigating a further

potential war. Well done! I saw great development in Anna as

an IR student.

I was very impressed with a range of skills demonstrated by Anna

in this lesson. She -rst showed a good understanding of facts and

empirical knowledge. She was very good at using examples when

discussing the signi-cance of the Yasukuni Shrine, or when

discussing how to improve Japanese-South

Korean relations.

I was also very impressed with her argumentative skills. She

came up with reasoned solutions to improve Japanese-South

Korean relations. They were good solutions and backed by

evidence. It was very pleasing to see Anna develop these skills in

this session.

Key things to work on: The main thing to work on for our future lessons is to try and

offer your own opinion more, with the reasoning for your

opinion. As I said at the start of the lesson, 'thinking critically' is

perhaps the single  most important skill for IR students.

If you are giving an argument, follow this structure: I will argue

this for x number of reasons. Firstly I  argue this position

because...., and secondly I argues this because...

It is a good habit to get into for written and oral communication,

and not just within IR!

Anna should keep working on her ability to think critically. As

I mentioned above, whilst Anna shows good improvement in

evaluated thinking, she still required some further pushing to

voice her own opinion. To do this more naturally, try take the

following structure when asked to give a judgement to a

question:"I believe this argument to be more convincing for

the following x number of reasons. Firstly... Secondly...

Moreover, the opposing view is less convincing because..."

This structure shows de>nitive evaluation and critical

thinking, and is clearly structured for the listener / reader to

follow along.

Whilst Anna has a great historical knowledge, from this lesson,

she needs to work on her knowledge of facts surrounding the

Ukrainian Invasion. This was understandable given that we

covered a huge amount of content in this lesson, especially in

terms of new facts and events. Therefore, I am not too

concerned with this need for improvement; she is not expected

to remember all the new content within a single hour's lesson.

She is a bright student, and so to improve her knowledge of the

events, review the presentation slides which I have sent via

email. Also, whenever a word doesn't make sense, please ask

straight away.

There was not a lot to improve on from today's lesson. She

was excellent across the board, whether it be in empirical

knowledge, inquisitiveness, or argumentative skills.

However, Anna can go even further with her factual

knowledge. I am not worried at all because I was introducing

many new facts that she had not previously heard of. In the

quiz, she scored well with 8.5/11. This demonstrates Anna

clearly has the capacity to learn a lot in a short period. In fact,

overall, she has improved her factual knowledge since the

start of the course. No one can master the multi- faceted

nature of Chinese militarisation in an hour's session. So whilst

there is still more she can learn, this will surely come with

practice.

Anna should work on developing her conceptual knowledge.

There were many new concepts introduced in this session, so go

over the presentation slides to reassure your knowledge. Don't

worry, this was also very advanced IR, at a postgraduate level.

So considering the di9culty, you did incredibly well!



Further reading/work suggested: If you want clari1cation on any of the three theories, consult

this book: Jackson, Robert J. Global Politics in the 21st

Century. 2013.

Chapter 3 includes headings on realism, liberalism, and

constructivism and details the key principles and histories of

each theory. It is accessible from the Bodleian Library.

John Nilsson-Wright, May 2019. The UK-Japan

Relationship: Five Things You Should Know.

https://www.chathamhouse.org/2019/05/uk-japan-

relationship->ve-things-you-should-know

The above reference is to a report by the prestigious think

tank Chatham House which analysed the status of UK-

Japanese relations in 2019. This about how the relationship

has since further changed today - in a relatively short time

frame. Has the covid pandemic affected the ability for the

two states to cooperate? What are the new security threats

that didn't exist in 2019? How has the current economic

downturn affected the economic bilateral relationship?

Joseph S. Nye, Jr. What Caused the Ukraine War? Project

Syndicate, 2022.https://www.project-

syndicate.org/commentary/what-caused-russia-ukraine-war-by-

joseph-s-nye-2022-10.

This gives an overview of Harvard professor Nye Jr.'s approach

to understanding causes of the war, and international relations

events more broadly. It is a good framework to use when

looking at any complex event in IR.

Elizabeth Economy, The third revolution: Xi Jinping and the

new Chinese state (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018).

This book provides an excellent summary to Xi's leadership

since 2012 and how she has changed the Chinese

government's approach, both domestically and in foreign

affairs. It is well-written and comprehensive. I would

recommend in particular chapter 1 (introduction) and chapter

7 (foreign affairs)

Read the following article: Lee Seong-hyon (2019) Where Is

Washington? The Missing Mediator between Seoul and Tokyo,

The Washington Quarterly, 42:1, 89It gives a sophisticated

argument for factors behind tensions in the bilateral relations and

the relation's position in the context of widerGreat Power

dynamics with the US and China.

Also, given the article was written when Trump was president,

think about how the ROK-Japanese relationship may change

again with Biden as president, as well as with two new leaders in

Japan and Korea: Kishida and Yoon, respectively.

Plan for next session: In our next lesson, we will be analysing UK-Japanese bilateral

relations. We will look at the relationship  from both a historical

and contemporary perspective. We will analyse the

relationship across a number  of themes: military, economic,

political, and cultural factors. We will also explore how the

bilateral  relationship has been shaped by external actors like

Russia, China, and the US.

Lesson 3 will comprehensively anaylse the Russian Invasion

of Ukraine. We will look at causational factors, distinguishing

historical and short-term ones. We will then explore the

events of the War.

Following this, we will analyse the consequences of the war,

both globally, and for Japan more specifically. We will

evaluate how effectively the three theoretical schools can

explain the war. We will conclude with predictions for the

future of the war, both regionally and more broadly.

Our penultimate lesson will look at Chinese military expansion.

We will look at the history of the Chinese

empire and its fall to Western Imperialism. We will also look at

the policies of Chairman Mao before

moving onto contemporary events. We will look at various

theatres where China is demonstrating

militarisation: Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the South China Sea.

Our Bnal session on Thursday will focus on two things:

Japanese-South Korean international relations, and a recap of

the 5 sessions.

This was the -nal session. However, I told Anna that she is more

than welcome to reach out to me if she has any questions about

IR topics in the future.

Progress of Mentee (Overview): On track On track On track Excellent progress Excellent progress

Progress of Mentee (Written): Overall, Anna should be very pleased with the progress she

has made in this 1rst lesson. It was the most difficult lesson of

the 1ve, and she learnt a lot of new material which is at a very

high level of di=culty... all within an hour! To improve further,

try to be more assertive and feel free to interrupt at any time,

or even better, interrupt me to give your own opinion on a

matter.

Overall, I saw clear and visible signs of improvement. Anna

demonstrated more knowledge on UK- Japanese relations

that IR theory, which is certainly understandable given she

has never studied IR theory before. Moreover, whilst further

improvements can be made, she is making steps to better

her oral communication and argumentative skills. Keep

going, Anna. Well done.

Overall, Anna is progressing on track and there are

improvements between each lesson. She has improved and

perfected her argumentative structure in this lesson. This is a

big achievement. The main thing to work on is to be more

assertive during the lesson. Ask me anytime that there is a

word that doesn't make sense, or if you'd like to slow down with

the pace of the lesson given there is so much content to cover.

Overall, this lesson marked a big positive shift in Anna's

abilities, namely her argumentative and

evaluative skills. This was the Brst time I properly tested her

argumentative skills through a debate on war in Taiwan. She

was very impressive in these skills after the Brst time doing

this. I will look to further test these skills in the Bnal lesson

when we review the previous lessons, and open up the lesson

for debates. Keep up the good work.

Overall, I have been really pleased with Anna's progress over the

5 sessions. She was very quick to develop her understanding and

knowledge of events across a broad range of IR events, such as

the Russia-Ukraine War, UK-Japanese relations, or Chinese

militarisation. What I have been most impressed at, however, is

how well Anna developed her argumentative skills. This was her

weakest area at the start of session 1, but by the end of session

5, she was offering her own opinions, communicated with great

clarity and a clear structure, and back by evidence to support her

claims. Well done Anna, I'm really glad to see the progress

you've made in these 5 hours. You were a fantastic student and

have developed a very good foundation in IR to tackle any topic

with sophistication.


